
iPADs in the Math Classroom 

Differentiation at a whole new level 

"The iPad has increased my learning ability and my love for Math"  
- Maddie S. 



What Does Differentiation 
Mean in a 1-1 Classroom? 

Begins with a strong, set, digital curriculum! 

Students work on the same objectives but have access to various levels of 
practice within the same objective (differentiated content/topic)

Students working on the same learning objective but through different 
modalities of instruction and technology (differentiated learning) 

Students learn in a manner that fits 
their personal learning style and 
uses 21st century tools 
(Differentiated process/activities)

Support available through various 
       modalities 



So What Does 
This Look 

Like?
Lesson planning, 
execution, day to 
day, formative 
assessment

Students' ability 
to choose 

Apps we use and 
how we use them



Differentiation Tools
Pre-assessment (Socrative, google forms, warm 
up discussion on an LMS) 

Pacing ( various resources available through a set 
hub or an LMS) 

Flexible grouping ( use after a preassessment - 
students are grouped based on need and self 
reflection. Access resources, polling)

Questioning ( Blogs, discussions on LMS,     
rubric graded assignment, wolfram alpha) 

Open ended tasks (access at own ability through 
available resources, various games, online 
assignments, videos, available curriculum) 

Learning styles (baiboard, ShowMe, 
educreations, videos, google, teacher resources, 
messaging groups, FaceTime.) 



"Involve Me and  
I Learn"



Let's Hear From the Students...

I personally like having the iPads for class because it 

keeps me organized and we save a lot of paper... I 

have gotten a lot closer to friends and teachers 

through communication.  - Angela F.

Using iPads allows for more efficient 

communication with my teacher when I get 

stuck on math problems. It also gives me 

different resources when working on my own. I 

can always email my teacher, use the Internet, 

wolfram alpha, or easily ask a classmate.  - 

Amanda G. 

It's so much less bulky than paper and binders, 

we can get questions answered on our own and 

explore when we're curious. - Maddie R. 

The iPad is awesome! I'm gonna legit cry 

when I turn it in. It's great for 

communication, using google, wolfram, 

exploring, getting questions answered and 

even entertainment. Everything is stored 

electronically and online so it's always there, 

no paper needed, and perfectly organized! - 

Abbas G. 

Search, easy contact, easy storage,no waste, different ways of learning materials, 
makes math fun, helpful apps... Shall I go on?  -Korn C. 

Hands-on learning, 

everything's faster, easy 

help with math, ShowMe 

videos, awesome 

calculators, endless 

resources. -Andy B. 

It takes pressure off... I 

have access to 

resources, friends, 

teachers, everything I 

need to explore and 

learn. - Sharon J. 


